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NORMAN SHUTTERS® SUPPORTS MARCUS INSTITUTE

SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA — Norman Nien, Chairman and CEO of NienMade Enterprises, the parent company of Norman Shutters, recently made a $250,000 donation to the Marcus Institute. The Institute is a private, non-profit organization that diagnoses and assists children with developmental disorders.

“We are proud to continue our partnership with the Marcus Institute and its vital programs that help children with disabilities and learning problems,” said Mr. Nien. “We feel it is our responsibility to support organizations that provide critical services to those in need,” he said.

Bernie Marcus, founder of the Home Depot, established the Marcus Institute. It is one of only two facilities of its kind in the United States that offers comprehensive evaluation and treatment for children with severe developmental disabilities such as autism. “This is the most wonderful place in the world for these children and their families,” said Mr. Marcus.

The Norman Shutters product family includes three distinct shutter lines to satisfy each unique segment of the marketplace: Sussex® Shutters are completely customizable in luxurious hardwoods, Normandy® is an affordably priced hardwood option, and Woodlore® Shutters composite construction offers durable value. With more than 30 years of window coverings manufacturing experience, Norman Shutters stands behind all of its products with a lifetime limited warranty on materials and workmanship. To learn more about Norman Shutters, visit the company’s website at www.normanshutters.com or call 866-NORMAN-8 (667-6268).